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Wednesday,
W
Good
G
mornin
ng, Chairman
n Coley and members off the Ohio S
Senate Goverrnment Overrsight
and Refo
orm Commiittee. My naame is Caro
olyn Gutowsski, and I prresent testim
mony beforee you
today wiith my colleague, Westeerville Assisstant Chief JJon Scowdeen. We testiffy together ttoday
because we
w work as a team to provide trainiing to policee agencies aaround Ohio regarding ppolice
interactio
ons with individuals with
h Autism Sp
pectrum Disoorder (“ASD
D”) and otheer communiccation
disabilities. To date,, we have prrovided train
ning to 38 ppolice agenccies and neaarly 300 offficers.
While we are proud of our work
k so far, ourr goal is to eensure everyy police officcer in the sttate is
trained, and
a we have a long way to go to edu
ucate all 26,0000 sworn offficers.
HB
H 115 as in
ntroduced is critically im
mportant to advancemennt of our miission, and aas we
proceed with our seccond year of training, itt is becominng more andd more clearr that there is no
substitutee, no level of training wee can provid
de, that woulld be as effecctive as HB 115 in proteecting
individuaals with com
mmunication disabilities and our pollice officers.. Further, wee have seen firsthand the necessity of
o expanding
g the bill to include a tr aining compponent to ennsure our off
fficers
know how
w to respond
d once they recognize an
a individuall has a comm
munication ddisability, annd we
would lik
ke to outline that issue to
o you today as well.
HB 115 and
a Traffic Stops
ASD
A
is a neu
urodevelopm
mental disord
der characteerized by im
mpairments inn communiccation
and social skills, an
nd marked by
b restricted
d, repetitivee, unusual bbehaviors. F
For the last three
o ASD in children has soared and the CDC cuurrently estim
mates
decades, the rates off diagnosis of
that 1 in 68 children under age 8 has ASD. These childdren are preddominantly ccared for byy their
o guardians,, and they are aging at th
he same rate we all are.
parents or
Both
B
Carrie and I are parents to growing soons with A
ASD, and w
we face diffferent
challengees, all of wh
hich highligh
ht the need for
f the volunntary databasse that HB 1115 would crreate.
My 23 year-old son Tyler was diagnosed
d
wiith ASD at aage 3. Tylerr graduated ffrom high scchool
g
into a largely ind
dependent yo
oung man whho works, drrives, attendds church, gooes to
and has grown
movies—
—all of the th
hings a neuro
otypical 23 year-old
y
wouuld do.
However,
H
beccause of uniique charactteristics of A
ASD, Tyler’s normal (foor him) and nonthreatenin
ng behaviorrs could be misperceived
m
d as impairm
ment. Tyler is a compettent and quaalified
driver, bu
ut like all off us, he coulld potentially
y engage in a traffic vioolation (Notaably, the ratees for

accidents for teens with ASD is lower than that of neurotypical teens). If Tyler was pulled over, a
police officer would likely observe that Tyler would not make eye contact, that he seemed
nervous, that he could not answer simple questions accurately or at all, that he fumbled to
provide his license and registration, and that his speech was slow and slurred.
If the officer asked Tyler to perform the Standardized Field Sobriety Tests (“SFSTs”), he
or she would observe that Tyler had gross motor and vestibular impairments that made it
impossible for him to pass the test. But Tyler is perfectly safe to drive—the STFS have not been
validated on individuals with ASD and there is no evidence of a correlation between the gross
motor impairments of ASD and an inability to drive as there is with individuals who are impaired
by drugs or alcohol. As a result, an officer may mistakenly arrest Tyler solely based on his
disability. Having served as a police officer for over two decades and conducting hundreds of
traffic stops, this hits close to home for me. I know that no officer wants to make this mistake.
With HB 115, the officer would know before he or she approached the car that Tyler had
a communication disability. Thus, from the very start of this interaction, an officer who is trained
to respond to individuals with communication disabilities will recognize that Tyler isn’t drunk or
on drugs—he is autistic. And that officer can avoid making a potentially unconstitutional arrest
that would have long term, negative emotional effects on both Tyler and the officer.
And although Tyler is not violent or self-injurious, like most individuals with ASD, he is
very sensitive to touch—with HB 115, the Officer would know that using the continuum of force
with Tyler was likely to escalate into a violent confrontation, and he or she could instead
implement the specialized tactics we teach officers to avoid this dangerous result.
HB 115 and the Future for Adults with ASD
My son Leo is four years old and was diagnosed with ASD at age 2, and his care is
provided entirely by my husband and myself with assistance from our very helpful 2 year-old
daughter Alessandra. Like a quarter of people with autism, he also suffers from epilepsy, in his
case a rare form of severe epilepsy called Lennox Gestaut Syndrome, and his medical needs and
the associated costs can be overwhelming. Although he can walk and talk and he is my sun and
stars, I am slowly coming to terms with the fact that he will likely be dependent for the rest of his
life.
But as Leo is aging, so are my husband and I, and we will hit a point where we can no
longer care for Leo. We are doing everything we can to raise a strong, loving daughter who will
support her older brother when we are gone, but that’s a lot to ask and there are many variables
that could disrupt that plan over the next few decades. We are lucky that at this time, Leo does
not exhibit some of the violent or self-injurious behaviors of some individuals with ASD that
overwhelm exhausted caregivers.
Most communities, including those in Ohio, are not prepared to care for Leo, or the rest
of this emerging population of dependent adults with ASD. There is no safety net when the
caregivers are gone or overwhelmed. This is a public health crisis that must be addressed, but
until it is, our police officers are the ones who are called when an individual with ASD engages
in unusual behaviors, is injured because they have no sense of danger, assaults another person
because there is no on there to calm them, or becomes a victim of crime because they can’t
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defend themselves. HB 115 is a step toward supporting our officers who may come into contact
with these individuals, and is an important brick in that foundation we must build to support this
community.
Next Steps
As you can probably tell by our testimony, the educational aspect here is critical.
Although some officers have familiarity with ASD, we have found overwhelmingly in our
trainings that officers do not currently know enough about ASD to have a safe and productive
interaction with them. We are scheduled to provide trainings around the state in 2018, but so far
there is no mechanism for us to deliver this training statewide. For instance, although we have
trained every single officer in the Westerville Police Department, we have not taught a single
officer with the largest police departments in the state—Columbus, Cincinnati, and Cleveland.
These agencies need to know how to utilize the information HB 115 would provide, and a lawyer
and a cop who also have full-time jobs and families can’t get 26,000 officers trained the way the
law stands now.
Therefore, we ask you to pass HB 115 to ensure our training can be utilized when it is
necessary. And we ask that you consider joining Florida, which passed a law in June requiring
police departments to provide an effective training component on how to identify characteristics
of ASD and how to appropriately respond to them. Florida passed the legislation a few months
after the July 2016 shooting of Charles Kinsey, the group home therapist who was shot in the leg
by a North Miami Police Officer while trying to help an autistic patient on the street. The shot
was intended for the autistic man, whom the officer believed was armed. The apparent weapon
turned out to be a silver toy truck, his unusual (but safe and legal) behavior simply a
manifestation of his disability.
Thank you for your time, and we are happy to answer any questions.
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